
Air Fryer BBQ 2 IN 1 LEACCO AF015 Ref: 6976261570047
Air Fryer BBQ 2 IN 1 LEACCO AF015

LEACCO 5L 1200W non-fat air fryer with grill function AF015.
Air Fryer Leacco AF015 is a practical device that allows you to prepare tasty dishes in a healthier way. It uses hot air circulation, which
allows  you  to  cook  dishes  with  minimal  oil.  It  allows  you  to  choose  from 8  different  cooking  modes,  and  offers  Air  Grill  and  Air  Crisp
functions. Its operation is extremely simple, and with a 5-liter capacity, you can easily prepare food for your entire family.
 
Multiple cooking modes
Leacco AF015 offers up to 8 cooking modes for preparing a variety of dishes. The Air Fryer will help you prepare crispy and golden fries,
juicy chicken with a browned crust, as well as fluffy pastry. Your culinary possibilities are almost endless! A drying and reheating function
is also at your disposal.
 
Healthy dishes at your fingertips
Air Grill and Air Crisp are practical functions that make the Air Fryer an indispensable tool in your kitchen. The Air Grill function will help
you prepare delicious grilled dishes without having to leave the house. This allows you to cook juicy steaks, grilled vegetables or pork
neck that will be just as tasty as those prepared on a traditional grill. And the Air Crisp function allows you to get the perfect crispness in
your favorite dishes without using a lot of oil.
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Simple and intuitive operation
Operating the Air Fryer has never been so simple and intuitive! Thanks to the touch panel, using the device becomes a real pleasure.
With just one click, you can adjust the temperature, cooking time or select your preferred mode. What's more, the capacity of the Air
Fryer is 5 l, which means you can easily prepare tasty dishes for more people at the same time!
 
Included:
air fryerbasketoil container (inside the air fryer)grilling platecrisper plateinstruction manual
 
ManufacturerLeaccoModelAF015Rated  voltage110-240VRated  frequency50/60  HzRated  power1200  WCapacity5
lTemperature70°C-200°CDimensions310 x 335 x 270 mmWeight5.5 kg

Price:

Before: € 83.9967

Now: € 75.50
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